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10%discount. Tui: It's very kind on your part, Bob. In this exercise you should write your shopping conversation ESL. Once you're done, you could try to talk to him out loud with a friend. Find out more how customer reviews work on Amazon these Esl shopping conversations will help you understand how to talk to someone shopping or talk to a shop
assistant when you are in a shop. Questions about understanding the reading that go with the above reading passage. Would you also like the hook? Andrew: No, thanks. Cié could mean that the customer could be disappointed by the article he receives and must return it at their cost. Is it possible to have a substitute? Supervisor: it's not a problem.
We can do an exchange for you. To calculate the overall evaluation of the stars and the percentage break by Star, we do not use a simple average. How can I help you? Andrew: Hi, I want _______ (1) ________. Sales assistant: please talks to my supervisor. ______ (4) _________. Supervisor: there is something else you want to buy today since we have a
promotion on sportswear. Andrew: No, not today. People are able to order their necessary and luxury articles from the comfort of their home or even moving. To help you learn the shopping vocabulary, this page has an ESL shopping reading exercise. ESL 4U Home ã ¢ âº reading ã ¢ âº Shopping returns to the top of customer reviews, including the
assessments of the product stars help customers to know more about the product and decide whether it is the right product for They. The only real problem is that the description and quality of the object can be different from those they hoped. Look at this, Lucy. You also analyzed the reviews to verify They were also transformed into cartoons with
text boxes to watch. Some people buy pleasure while other people go shopping just to buy the necessary items to survive. It is common to buy a one Voucher so that a friend or loved one can shop alone. We don't have that design in stock, but we have a similar design that has the same price. I will give you my share in cash from my portfolio. Jane: ã ¢,
okay. The seams separated near the hood. Supervisor: I just have to know how you paid for this article and if you still have the receipt. Andrew: I paid in cash, but unfortunately ___________ (2) ___________. Supervisor: I'm afraid you can only offer you a shop voucher. Andrew: I understand. I would just like the exchange, please.Supervisor: let me
remove the security tag for you. Click the button Get Score once you answered all the questions. If you need help to understand the passage you can look at the ESL purchase vocabulary page. Some people believe that the more expensive the object is, the best is the quality, but this is not always true. I'm fantastic thanks. This is known as shopping
for windows and allows people to plan in advance and save for the things they want to buy in the future or wait for the items to take in the price. It is very convenient. Patrick: how long does it take to be delivered? Ã ‚Jane: the delivery service is free if we spend more than â £ 35 and we will get it tomorrow afternoon if we order today. Patrick: it is
very good. Exercise 3 - Conversation topics there are two series of conversation applications for ESL shopping provided in this exercise. The label shows that it is only â £ 10.50.lucy: this is the right size, it adapts to you and is not wide. Conversation 1 situation: Lucy and Tui meet Bob at the University Shop.lucy: good morning, Bob. ________ (3)
________. Supervisor: would you like to try it to make sure you adapt? If you go to an English language country for a certain period of time, you will probably have to visit a shop and buy food, clothes or others This usually saves time since the buyer does not need to join a long queue. tail. our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. In America we don¢ÃÂÂt usually purchase things online.Ã ÂJane: In the UK people often purchase all kinds of things online, especially food. The example conversations, cartoon video conversations and exercises on this page will help you.To begin with this page has two ESL shopping conversations for you to
read and understand. Would you like to go and have a look with us, Bob?Bob: Yes, I also need some books. The weekend is usually a good time to go shopping because people have free time from work. At this time the shops are usually very busy because people try to get the best items for the lowest price before the item runs out of stock.Ã ÂSome
people go shopping more regularly than other people to browse products in shops even when they do not have much money. You will need to understand shopping vocabulary to answer the questions in the exercise that goes with the passage. They are:Fill in the gaps in an ESL shopping conversation using given options.Write your own
conversation.Conversation questions for you to use with a friend. What are you buying?Lucy: I¢ÃÂÂm here with Tui, she wants to buy something for the new semester.Ã ÂBob: What do you want to buy, Tui?Tui: I want to buy a maroon university jumper, but they all look too large and expensive.Bob: You should ask the sales assistant to help you.Tui:
Excuse me, please. Nice to see you, how are you today?Bob: Morning, Lucy. You should take one set and ask the questions to a friend, while they have the other set and ask you those question. It is sensible to buy items which are affordable, but some people use a credit card or borrow money from the bank so that they can buy the items they really
want rather than wait for it.Sometimes shopping can be stressful when choosing a gift to buy other people for a special occasion. I can now afford to buy some new books.Ã ÂLucy: rep elibinopsid erpmes ¨Ã non atidnev id etnetsissa'l e amelborp nu ah anihccam al odnauq etnartsurf eresse ²Ãup ,aivattuT .eizarG :kcirtaP .eragap rep otiderc id atrac aim
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anu ah pohS kooB Have a good day, too. Delivery is usually free and items are often cheaper than main street shops. It should have at least two people and be set in a towhere people spoke of shopping. This helps you when you need to talk about shopping in the future. This page has a passing of the shopping followed by 5 questions. Some people
spend a lot of time looking for occasions while others don't think about the price and are happy to spend a lot. The jumpers are cheap but I don't know what we have in stock. Come on let's go. The right cubicle is there. Andrew: No, thanks. Online shopping is often popular among people who have a frenetic lifestyle. He is responsible for
Returns.Supervisor: Hi, how can I help you? Andrew: I'd like to return this coat, please. Supervisor: is there something wrong with this? Andrew: yes. Do you have a small sweater that is not too expensive? Sales assistant: please look at our sales items in the second corridor. corridor.
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